Viral decline over 48h and HCV amino acid mutations are related to efficacy of PEG-IFN/ribavirin.
The relationship between mutations and HCV dynamics has not been fully studied in terms of the efficacy of PEG-IFN/Rib combination treatment. Here we aimed to systematically examine HCV dynamics during PEG-IFN/Rib treatment and evaluate the association between amino acid (aa) substitutions in HCV and efficacy of PEG-IFN/Rib treatment. Patients (n=36) having HCV genotype 1b infection and high viral loads with PEG-IFN/Rib for 48 weeks were treated. HCV RNA levels were quantified every 24h from 0-144h after initial injection of PEGIFN and every month thereafter. The aa substitutions in HCV core region (CoreR) and interferon sensitivity determining region (ISDR) were determined at baseline. On the basis of treatment response, we divided patients into 3 groups: sustained virological response (SVR: n=18), transient response (TR: n=9) and no response (NR: n=9). Patients with double wild type (DW) in CoreR had higher SVR rate as compared to patients with non-double wild type (NDW) in CoreR (58% vs. 33%). Patients with =2 aa substitutions in ISDR had significantly higher SVR rate compared with patients with =1 aa substitution in ISDR (71% vs. 36%). Further, 68% patients who exhibited =2-log decline in HCV-RNA levels within the initial 48h of treatment achieved SVR, and only 18% patients who reached <2 log declines did not achieve SVR. Patients who reached =2 log declines in HCV-RNA levels within the initial 48h of treatment with DW in CoreR or =2 aa substitutions in ISDR could achieve SVR and those with NDW in CoreR or =1 aa substitution in ISDR could not achieve SVR. The combination of the apparent =2-log decline in HCV RNA level within the initial 48h and aa substitutions in CoreR and ISDR may be useful predictors of PEG-IFN/Rib treatment.